Introduction
Let S be a system of subsets of a ground set X . The matching number ν(S) is the maximum cardinality of a subsystem M ⊆ S consisting of pairwise disjoint sets. The transversal number τ (S) is the smallest possible cardinality of a transversal of S, i.e., of a subset T ⊆ X with S ∩ T = ∅ for all S ∈ S. For d-intervals, the matching number and transversal number are taken in this set-theoretical sense.
Gyárfás and Lehel [2] (also see [3] ) initiated the investigation of the following question. Let F be a family of d-intervals with ν(F) ≤ k. What is the maximum possible value of τ (F), in terms of k and d? (Note that for d = 1, we have ν(F) = τ (F) for any family of 1-intervals, by a well-known property of systems of intervals.) They proved that there is a finite bound for all k and d; their estimate was rather large, about k d! for a fixed d. Károlyi and Tardos [6] obtained a bound of O(k d ) for every fixed d. A major breakthrough was achieved by Tardos [9] , who proved τ (F) ≤ 2ν(F) for any family of 2-intervals (which is tight in the worst case) by an ingenious topological method. By a somewhat different topological approach, Kaiser [4] proved that for any system of d intervals with
found a short nontopological proof of the slightly weaker bound τ (F) ≤ 2d 2 k. Homogeneous d-intervals are strictly more general than d-intervals, and the upper bounds obtained for them are slightly worse: Kaiser [4] showed τ (F) ≤ 3k for any family of homogeneous 2-intervals with ν(F) ≤ k, which is the best possible, and The best lower bound up until now was given by Kaiser [5] , who constructed an example with ν = k and τ ≥ 2(d − 1)k, for all d and k, improving a bound of dk of Károlyi and Tardos [6] . Here we give lower bounds which are near-quadratic in d and almost match Kaiser's upper bounds. 
Part (i) follows in a simple way from an ingenious construction due to Sgall [8] 
Sgall's Construction and Homogeneous d-Intervals
Wigderson raised a problem in 1985 which can be reformulated as follows. 
What is the maximum possible value of τ (B), in terms of a?
Lower Bounds on the Transversal Numbers of d-Intervals
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It is not difficult to see that τ (B) ≤ a(a +1)/2: Put all points of A 1 into the transversal, remove them from all the A i and B i , and discard all i with B i ∩ A 1 = ∅; for the remaining i, we now have |A i | ≤ a − 1 and we can use induction on a. A clever construction by Sgall [8] shows that this simple bound cannot be improved much and that τ (B) can be as large as const · a 2 /log a. (The title of Sgall's paper refers to a different, but essentially equivalent, formulation of the problem dealing with labeled tournaments.) For completeness and for the reader's delight, we briefly recall the construction, although we do not need it.
Set b = a/3 and n = cb 2 /log b for a sufficiently small constant c > 0. Let V be an n-element ground set. Let G = (V, E) be a graph of maximum degree b with the following expander-type property: for any two disjoint b-element subsets A, B ⊆ V , there is at least one edge e ∈ E connecting a vertex of A to a vertex of B (the existence of such a graph can be easily shown by the probabilistic method; see [8] 
. , B N }).
We note that if we remove any at most t/2 sets of B, the resulting set system still has a transversal number at least t/2. 
Condition (C2) implies that J is intersecting: if, for example, u ∈
Suppose that T is a transversal of J . At most |T | of the J i are intersected by T in their point components, and so the set {v ∈ V : T ∩ I v = ∅} is a transversal for some system of all but at most |T | sets among the B i . It follows that 2|T | ≥ t = cd 2 /log d.
Remark.
It would be interesting to narrow the gap of log d between the lower and upper bounds, at least in Wigderson's problem about set pairs. The number of vertices n = const · b 2 /log b for the expander graph in Sgall's construction is asymptotically the largest possible, as was communicated to me by Noga Alon. This follows by the Kővári-Sós-Turán bound [7] for the maximum number of edges of a K b,b -free graph on n vertices applied to the complement of G.
Making the Construction d-Partite
Call a set system S on a ground set V d-partite if V can be partitioned into disjoint subsets V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V d such that |V j ∩ S| ≤ 1 for all S ∈ S and all j. Part (ii) of Theorem 1.1 is proved by constructing set systemsĀ = {Ā 1 ,Ā 2 , . . . ,Ā N } andB = {B 1 ,B 2 , . . . ,B N } with properties as in Sgall's construction but also d-partite, for a suitable d not much larger than a. We transform the sets from Sgall's construction using the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 (On m-Partite Representation). Let V be an n-element set, and let a ≤ n be a parameter. Then there are integers m = O(a log n) and r = O(log n) such that the following exist:
for all j and such that, for any With m = 2ear and r = 4 + log 2 n , say, the expression in square brackets is below 1 2 and so random H works with a positive probability. Given a graph H satisfying (a) and (b), we let W be the set of edges of H . For j ∈ [m], W j are the edges incident to j, and for v ∈ V , U v are the at most 2r − 1 edges incident to v.
Proof of part
Consider an A ⊆ V of size at most a. By condition (b), any s vertices in A have together at least rs neighbors in [m] . By an r -fold application of Hall's marriage theorem, we can select an r -fold system of distinct representatives for the a neighborhoods of the vertices v ∈ A. That is, for each v ∈ A, we choose a subset U v,A ⊆ U v of r edges incident to v, in such a way that no two edges in v∈A U v,A share an endpoint in [m]. We set f (A) = v∈A U v,A . The conditions of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied.
